Abstruct-The problems of synchronization and control of chaotic systems with uncertain parameters are considered as those of nonlinear adaptive control. To solve these problems for continuous-time systems the so called speed-gradient method is applied. As an example the problem of master-slave synchronization of the two forced Duffing's systems is considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
ECENTLY THERE HAS BEEN some increasing interest R in control of chaotic systems motivated by potential applications to the various fields of science and technology [ 11- [9] . Different approaches including open-loop [4] and feedback [5] controls have been successfully applied (see surveys by Ogorzalek [6] and Chen and Dong [7] ). The main advantage of the open-loop method is that no feedback signal is required. However the good model of the system is necessary and large parameter mismatch is not acceptable. On the opposite feedback methods allow to obtain good control results in the case of parameter uncertainty.
As an example of the controlled chaotic system the Duffing equation was studied in [5] , [8] , and [91. In [81 and [9] it was examined how periodic parametric perturbations of small magnitude can destroy chaotic motion in the Duffing's system. This approach can also be related as open-loop and its applicability is based on the Melnikov theorem.
Closed-loop (feedback) control of the Duffing's system was proposed by Chen and Dong [5] who presented algorithms based on linear and nonlinear feedback and established conditions for local and global stability. Among the papers concerning feedback control of chaotic continuous-time systems we should also mention traditional PID approach [lo] , methods based on Lyapunov functions [ 111- [13] , high-gain feedback [ 141, feedback linearization (geometric approach)
[15] and bifurcation control [16] . Some attempts have been also made to use concept of adaptive control of chaotic systems [ 171- [ 191 where conditions of applicability were established by the local considerations i.e., by the linearization about equilibrium.
General approaches to synchronization and control of os-based on the speed-gradient (SG) methodology that has been already successfully applied to design of various nonlinear and adaptive control systems [23] - [25] . The helpful feature of the SG method is that it makes possible to obtain the global stability conditions for overall adaptive system. The paper is organized as follows. In Section I1 we pose the problem of adaptive control. Section I11 gives brief exposition of the SG method of adaptive control design. Section IV deals with the problem of adaptive synchronization of two Duffing's systems and numerical results are discussed in the Section V.
STATEMENT OF THE ADAPTIVE CONTROL PROBLEM
In this section we formulate the general nonlinear adaptive control problem as it has been stated in [23] and [24] .
Suppose that the dynamics of the controlled system depends on the vector of unknown parameters. The essence of the adaptive control problem is to find such a control that the prespecified goal is achieved for all possible values of unknown parameters. In what follows we consider systems with finite state dimension, finite number of unknown parameters, with the control goal introduced by an objective functional.
Dejinition 1 (Adaptive Control Problem): Given the plant equations j: = G(z, U , t , E ) ,
where z E R", U E R" and y E RI are the plant states, inputs and outputs, respectively; E E RP is a vector of unknown parameters.
Given the control objective Qt + 0, when t + 00 (2,) where Qt = Qt[z(s),u(s),E; 0 5 s 5 t] is the objective functional. Find the two-level control algorithm
(31.)) cillatory systems based on Lyapunov functions method are suggested in [20] - [22] . In the present paper we further extend the ideas of [22] and give more detailed study of adaptive synchronization of two Duffing's systems. Our approach is such that the overall system (l), (3) meets the aim (2) . Here
Q ( t ) E Rk is a vector of adjustable parameters.
The design of adaptive control law can be accomplished in two steps. First of all the main control law is designed under St. Petersburg, 199178, Russia.
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1057-7122/96$05.00 0 1996 IEEE and at the second step we find the adaptation law meeting the control goal. The first level of the algorithm (3a) forms the main loop of the system and is called the main control law. The second level (3b) is the adaptation law. Here we underline the difference between the system input U and the vector of adjustable parameters 8: the control signal U forms the main loop but the algorithm of tuning the vector 8 forms the adaptation loop. The problem posed above encompasses numerous particular problems of control and adaptation. Indeed, the choice
where x* = const, PT = P > 0 is any prespecified positive definite n*n matrix, corresponds to the problem of state stabilization. If x* in (4) is replaced by x * ( t ) then the objective functional
specifies the trucking problem. Notice that in the important particular case the vectors x*(t) and y * ( t ) can satisfy some auxiliary system
x* = F*(x*,t), :Y* = G*(x*,t). (6) This system is often referred to as a reference model in control literature [26] because it specifies the desired behavior of the controlled system. It can be shown that the goal (2) formulated for the functional where P = PT > 0 is any prespecified positive definite 1*1 matrix corresponds to the problem of output synchronization of two systems (1) and (6) as it is posed in [20] . In what follows we study the synchronization problem in this framework.
SPEED-GRADIENT METHOD
Most of general methods in the nonlinear control theory so far are based on Lyapunov functions. It is well known that the problem of finding these functions is quite tricky. The useful feature of the SG method presented in this section is that it helps to find the Lyapunov function for overall system based on the objective function specifying the problem.
Suppose that the main control law (3a) has been already chosen, and Ut[. . .] is a memoryless operator. Then substitution of (3a) into (la) leads to the following system with input vector 8
(dependence on ( is omitted for brevity in this section).
According to the problem posed in the previous section the control goal is
We will consider the case when Qt is a local functional:
where Q ( x , t ) is a scalar smooth nonnegative function. In this case one can determine scalar function w ( x , Q , t ) as the speed of change of Qt along the trajectory of system (7) The idea of speed-gradient method is to change the input 6 ' along the gradient of w ( x , 8, t ) in 8. The most general, so called, combined form of the SG algorithm looks as follows: ~4 1 , ~5 1
where $I(.) is some vector function satisfying the pseudogradient condition and Equation (9) can also be rewritten in the finite-integral form
( 1 1) l It is also possible to construct SG algorithm in the purely finite form (see [23] )
General stability theorem for combined SG law (9) is formulated below Theorem 1: Consider the systems (7) 
Then each trajectory (z(t),fl(t)) of system (7), (9), (10) is bounded and limt+=p(z(t)) = 0.
U Now we briefly explain the meaning of the assumptions. First assumption is standard regularity condition ensuring that the overall system (7) , (9) has a solution ~( t ) , 8(2) on some time interval. Assumption A3 means that there exists an "ideal" constant value of input 8, ensuring the objective (for adaptive control problem 8, is a vector of adjustable parameters of the controller). It means additionaly that objective function Q is Lyapunov function of "ideal" system. Condition A4 is necessary to establish the gZobal properties of the overall system.
To apply the Theorem the conditions Al-A4 should be checked to ensure that all the trajectories of the system satisfy limt+oop(x(t)) = 0. Then applying La Salle principle (or autonomous systems) or its extensions (see consisting of the whole trajectories of (7) , (9) belonging to Iv. CONTROL OF DUFFING'S SYSTEM fl = ( 2 : p ( 2 ) = O}.
Remark 1: If the function p ( . ) explicitly depends only on & ( z , t ) (i.e., p = p(Q), where p ( Q ) > 0 for Q > 0) then the goal (8) is achieved (see [24] ).
Remark 2: Notice that even in the case when the goal (8) is achieved the above conditions are not sufficient to prove the convergence of the adaptation parameters 0 to the "ideal" values 0, (e.g., convergence of estimates of the unknown parameters to their true values E). Additional conditions ensuring this additional identi$cation goal are established in [23] , and in this case SG technique can be used to build parameter ident$er of a dynamic system. The identification approach has been already applied to adaptive control design of chaotic continuous-time systems [28] .
Remark 3: The Theorem can be extended to the case when function $(.) depends explicitly on 0 (see also [24] 
for some P > 0, 6 2 1. They allow to establish that the standard variable structure control algorithms (e.g., relay algorithm [32] for stabilization of Lorenz system) are the special case of SG algorithms (see [22] ). Now when the applicability conditions of the SG method have been established we can formulate the following procedure of the adaptive control design:
Step I : Formulate the control goal in the form (8) . The objective functional Qt can be chosen for example as it is described in the Section 11.
Duffing equation is one of the simpliest systems that show chaotic behavior. It describes many different physical systems and its dynamics is studied in various publications (51, [8] , [9] , [30], [31]. In this section we will study the problem of controll of the forced Duffing equation written in the following form
where p > 0, q is unknown parameter.
Standard Lyapunov argument shows that for p > 0 al! trajectories of (16) [5] , that the behavior of the equation with p = 0.4, pl = -1.1, w = 1.8 and q varying in certain range is chaotic ( Fig. l(a) ) for g = 1,800, periodic ( Fig. l(b) ) for q = 0.620 chaotic ( Fig. l(c) ) for g = 2.100
Consider the problem of controlling a chaotic trajectory of the Duffing equation to the trajectory of the reference model. We make the assumption that control can be introduced into system (16) by an additive signal in the right hand side of the system. By introducing 21 = 2 2 , controlled system (4.11) can be rewritten as (17) where is the control. The reference model has similar structure and differs from (17) Step 4: Find the SG algorithm (7) and check other conditions of Theorem 1.
Note that it is not necessary to make final choice of the objective functional at the Step 1. It may be modified or changed later on before Theorem 1 is applied. It may happen also that both main control law and adaptation law designed according to the above procedure depend on the whole state vector 2 rather than on measurable output y. In this case the control objective may be established at least for the case of "fast" observer by means of singular perturbation technique (see 1291) . More about the SG methodology can be found in 1241. Now consider example demonstrating application of the SG algorithm to adaptive control of chaotic systems. standard observer design may be applied (the achievement of Therefore appropriate choice of the value of parameter qTn allows to modify the behavior of the controlled system.
To solve the problem introduce the error equations subtracting (18) from (17) (20) where el = X Ixlm and e2 = 2 2 -~2~. According to the design procedure of the previous section assume that the value of parameter q is known. Then the main control law for systeim (20) that ensures the aim (19) can be chosen as follows: U = -Kel+ 3 5 1~1~e l + (qmq ) cos wt (21) where K is the proportional feedback gain. The law (21) in case q = qm was suggested in 151.
i:
'r which is positive definite for K > -PI. The derivative of (22) along (20) satisfies the inequality V ( e ) = ( K + pl)ele2 + efe2 -plele2 -e;e2 -pez -K e l e 2 (23) It follows from (23) that the choice of function (22) as objective function ensures condition A3 with p(e) = pe;, so we may choose &(e) = V ( e ) .
Now recall that q is unknown and pass to the Step 3 of the design procedure. Introduce the following main loop control law ---pe; 5 0. U = -K e l + 3xlx1,e1+ @cos w t .
(24)
According to the previous section we must calculate the "speed-gradient" of Q ( e ) along the trajectories of the system.
Direct calculations give
&(e) = ( K + p l ) e l e 2 + e:e2 -plelez -e1e2 -pe, Since = el is bounded, it yields that el ( t ) -+ 0 and the goal (19) is achieved. In other words we proved that the designed adaptive controller ensures synchronization of two Duffing's systems when parameter q of the slave (controlled) system is unknown and differs from the corresponding parameter of the master system.
One can notice that the problem of adaptive synchronization has been solved in this section under the assumption that master and slave systems differ from each other only by one parameter q. The other parameters of the two systems are assumed to be equal. This assumption has been made just for simplicity and it is not a limitation of the SG method. Therefore we may design adaptive controller when all parameters of the slave (controlled) systems differ from the corresponding parameters of the master system. Moreover in this paper we made an assumption that periodic perturbations in the right hand sides of the master and slave systems are in phase. It is also possible to solve the problem of synchronization in case when cosine term in (17) contents the phase uncertainty. In this case one can modify (17) to read where parameters p l , p , q , cp are unknown and the goal of control is to sinchronize (28) and the following reference model (29) . It is worth noting that solved problem of adaptive synchronization of two Duffing's systems encompasses the particular problem of adaptive stabilization about zero equilibrium of the Duffing's system. To solve this problem one must put the initial conditions and parameter qm of the reference model equal to zero. Therefore in the control law (30) and adaptation law (31) the error variables el and e2 should be replaced 2 2 by 21 and, respectively, while the reference variables ~1~ and xzm should be taken zero.
The above algorithms are suitable to promote or eliminate chaotic behavior in the controlled system no matter what kind of behavior-chaotic or regular was observed in the original system before control was applied.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we present results of computer simulation of the adaptive syncronization of systems (17) and (18) with control algorithm (24), (27).
1) According to [5] , the Duffing equation has a chaotic solution [ Fig. l(a) ] with parameters p = 0.4, p l = -1.1, q = 1.8, w = 1.8 and a globally stable periodic solution [ Fig. l(b) ] with parameters p = 0.4, p l == -1.1, q = 0.62, w = 1.8. We first want to control the Duffing's system with chaotic behavior or to synchronize it with the system with stable limit cycle.
Let q and qm be equal to 1.8 and 0.62, respectively, with other relevant parameters p , p l , and w in the proposed controller. This choice ensures that for arbitrary initial conditions the driven Duffing equation has a chaotic response before control is applied and the reference system has stable dynamics. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show how proposed control affects the original Duffing equation. Fig. 2(a) represents evolution of the regulation error in space (XI -Z l m , x z -~2~) . It is clear from the figure that regulation error vanishes as time increases. Fig. 2(b) shows the transient process in the adaptive system in the space ( x I , x~) . Constanls A,?, and K have been chosen to be equal to 50, 15, and 4, respectively. It may be seen that the controlled trajectory tends to the stable orbit which is the globally attracting solution of the reference model. 2) The second example illustrates the ability of the SG algorithm to drive a chaotic solution of the Duffing equation to another chaotic one. In this case we want 10 tune the original plant with chaotic behavior [ Fig. l(a) ] such that its trajectory becomes close to another chaotic motion [ Fig. l(c) ]. Like in the above considered case regulation error vanishes [ Fig. 3(a) ]. This plot illustrates the case with q = 1.8, qm = 2.1, and X = 50, y = 15, K = 4. Fig. 3(b) is similar to Fig. 3(a) but control gain has been decreased: X = 0.3, y = 0.1. It can be seen that in this case closed loop system is moire oscillatory.
Therefore Examples 1 and 2 demonstrate that proposed adaptive controller can drive chaotic trajectory of the Duffing's system to any solution of the reference Duffing equation in case of parameter uncertainty.
In each of the presented cases the control is applied when t = 0 with the following initial conditions ~l ( 0 ) = zlm(0) = zzm(0) = 0, Zz(0) = 2.
VI. CONCLUSION
Proposed method can be applied for problems of adaptive control and allows to obtain conditions of the global stability for overall system..
Considered example demonstrates how to utilize the speedgradient method for adaptive synchronization of two dynamic systems: it has been shown how to design adaptive controlller for Duffing equation ensuring the convergence of its trajectories to periodic or chaotic solution of the reference model also described by Duffing equation. This example shows that the the goal of synchronization is still achieved, while the amplitude of the exciting periodic force or other parameters are unknown. This distinguishes the suggested algorithm from the existing ones [51, [121, [131. The SG method has been applied previously to various problems of adaptation and control. The results of both the present paper and related ones [21], [22] , [28] , Synchronization between two Duffing's systems. Reference trajecthat it is a method of promise in synchronization and control of chaotic systems.
APPENDIX
Notice that condition A1 ensures that the Cauchy problem for system (7), (9) has the unique solution for arbitrary initial conditions z ( O ) , O(O) at least on some time interval.
Consider the following nonnegative Lyapunov function candidate
Its derivative along trajectories of (7), (9) satisfies Therefore 0 5 Q ( z ( t ) , t ) 5 V ( z , o , t ) 5 Vi and condition A4 yields existence and boundedness of trajectories z ( t ) , 8 ( t ) of the system (7), (9) . for t 2 0. Integrating (A.l) gives p ( z ( t ) ) d t 5 Vo and taking into account uniform continuity of p(z) on any bounded set and since p ( z ) 2 0 by definition, one can conclude that limt+,m p(z(t)) = 0 (see also [27] ). It completes the proof of Theorem 1.
